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Abstract. Aerosols from surface emission can be transported upwards through convective mixing in the 

planetary boundary layer (PBL), which subsequently interact with clouds, serving as important sources to 

nucleate droplets or ice particles. However, the evolution of aerosol composition during this vertical transport has 

yet to be explicitly understood. In this study, simultaneous measurements of detailed aerosol compositions were 25 

conducted at both sites, urban Beijing (50m a.s.l.) and HaiTuo mountain (1344m a.s.l.) during wintertime, 

representing the anthropogenically polluted surface environment and the top of the PBL respectively. The 

pollutants from surface emissions were observed to reach the mountain site on daily basis through daytime PBL 

convective mixing. From surface to the top of PBL, we found efficient transport or formation for lower-volatile 

species (black carbon, sulfate and low-volatile organic aerosol, OA); however notable reduction of semi-volatile 30 
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substances, such as the fractions of nitrate and semi-volatile OA reduced by 74% and 76% respectively, during 

the upward transport. This implied the mass loss of these semi-volatile species was driven by the evaporation 

process, which repartitioned the condensed semi-volatile substances to gas-phase, when aerosols were transported 

and exposed to a cleaner environment. In combination with the oxidation processes, these led to enhanced 

oxidation state of OA at the top of the PBL compared to surface environment, with an increase of oxygen to 35 

carbon atomic ratio by 0.2. Such reduction of aerosol volatility during vertical transport may be important in 

modifying its viscosity, nucleation activity and atmospheric lifetime. 

1 Introduction 

Substances in the atmosphere present as aerosol and gas phases, are subject to phase transformation during their 

lifetime (Pankow, 1994, 1987). Gas-to-particle partition processes thermodynamically determine the production 40 

of secondary aerosol mass and the constituents of gases through condensation or evaporation process. The 

condensation process leads to gas molecular partitioning to the condensed phase, while the evaporation process 

occurs when aerosols were diluted in an environment with lower concentration (Donahue et al., 2006). Hereby 

their physiochemical properties could be modified, such as the condensation results in enlarging aerosol size 

(Riipinen et al., 2011;Riipinen et al., 2012) or production of new particle (Zhang et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 45 

2013); the evaporation led to loss of particulate mass (May et al., 2015; Cubison et al., 2011). These have 

important impacts in altering the radiative interactions of aerosols, by changing the mass of aerosols hereby the 

direct radiative impacts (Tsigaridis et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014), or in the number concentration and the ability 

of cloud condensation nuclei for the indirect radiative impacts (D'Andrea et al., 2013; Kuang et al., 2009). The 

repartitioned gases from aerosols during dilution could experience chemical evolution and further contribute to 50 

the modification of aerosol properties (Zhang et al., 2007; Robinson et al., 2007). 

In regions with intense anthropogenic activities, such as megacities, nitrate and sulfate are dominant inorganic 

aerosol chemical components due to intensive emissions of gaseous precursors (anthropogenic NOx and SO2) 

with secondary formation through photochemical and heterogenous/aqueous reactions (Zhang et al., 2015;Huang 

et al., 2014;Guo et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2016). Although the formation mechanisms of secondary inorganic 55 

aerosol are relatively well understood, OA processing in atmospheric transport process remains poorly 

characterized (Shrivastava et al., 2017). Organic compounds are ubiquitous in ambient aerosol with a large 

contribution (20-90%) to submicron aerosol mass loadings, including primary OA (POA) and secondary OA 

(SOA) (Zhang et al., 2007). During atmospheric aging processes, OA physiochemical properties, such as 
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volatility, hygroscopicity, viscosity, and oxidation state, have been significantly transformed. For example, semi-60 

volatile organic materials are repartitioned to gas phase when ambient vapor partial pressure is lower than that in 

particle phase, and then those vapors can be further photo-oxidized and produce SOA with lower volatility 

(Robinson et al., 2007). In addition, SOA tend to dominate the OA mass along with atmospheric aging processes, 

which modulate OA properties to be more oxidized and hygroscopic (Jimenez et al., 2009).  

The vertical transport of aerosol and gases in the PBL from surface to the lower free troposphere (FT) 65 

importantly determines the influence of anthropogenic emissions to the upper level of the atmosphere, e.g. 

aerosols at the upper level of the PBL may have more important feedback effects in influencing the boundary 

layer dynamics (Li et al., 2017). The aerosol could be upward transported from surface to upper level through 

daytime convective mixing in the PBL (Garratt, 1994). Previous studies have used aircraft (Liu et al., 2020b; 

Zhao et al., 2019) or balloon platform (Ran et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015) to in-situ measure the vertical profiles of 70 

PBL, however lack of sufficient temporal coverage nor full chemical components. The evolution of aerosol 

properties during this vertical transport in the PBL on daily-basis has not been fully understood. In this study, 

simultaneous and continuous measurements of detailed aerosol compositions were performed at both surface and 

surface-influenced mountain sites using advanced instrumentations, which provides an opportunity to realize the 

high time-resolution variations at different altitudes. Relative location of the mountain site to the top of the PBL 75 

varies with diurnal variation of PBL height (PBLH), which leave the mountain site in the free troposphere most 

time of the day and being influenced by PBL air masses around midday. Through comparing the difference of 

aerosol chemical compositions between the two sites, we aim to investigate the modification of compositions 

during the upward transport in the PBL and explore the generic mechanisms in driving the evolution of chemical 

composition. 80 

2 Experimental and methods 

2.1 Experimental sites 

Simultaneous measurements of detailed aerosol compositions (organics, nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, chloride, and 

black carbon) and gaseous pollutants (NOx, SO2, CO, O3) were conducted during January 6th to 22th, 2019 at both 

surface and surface-influenced mountain sites, representing the anthropogenically polluted surface urban 85 

environment and the top of the PBL respectively. All aerosol measurements were performed downstream of a 

PM2.5 impactor (BGI Inc.) at both sites, and dried by a Nafion tube before splitting to the sample inlets of 

instruments.  
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Figure 1a shows the locations of surface and mountain sites, and the spatial distribution of mean aerosol optical 

depth during the observation period. The surface site locates in the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese 90 

Academy of Science (IAP, 39.97ºN, 116.37ºE, 50m a.s.l.), which represents the urban environment in Beijing 

influenced by intense surface anthropogenic emissions, such as local traffic and cooking emissions (Sun et al., 

2016; Zhang et al., 2014). The mountain site (Haituo mountain, 40.52ºN, 115.78ºE, 1344 m a.s.l.) locates in the 

northwest Beijing area with a straight-line distance of ~85 km from Beijing downtown. The Haituo mountain 

belongs to Taihang mountains and connects to the continental plateau extended to the west. The surroundings of 95 

this site are covered with broad-leaf forest and without distinct anthropogenic emissions except for a few villages 

at the foot of the mountain. Thus, it can be considered an ideal receptor site for regional transport influenced 

and/or local influenced by vertical transport under certain conditions. 

2.2 Instrumentation and data analysis 

Non-refractory aerosol chemical components including nitrate (NO3), sulfate (SO4), ammonium (NH4), chloride 100 

(Chl) and organics (Org) were measured by the high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-

ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc.) at each site. The applied collection efficiency (CE) for the AMS 

measurement at the surface and mountain site was shown in Fig. S1, following the principle by Middlebrook et al. 

(2012). Ionization efficiency (IE) calibrations were performed by using size-selected (300nm) ammonium nitrate 

particles, and default relative IE (RIE) values were used for Org (1.4), NO3 (1.1), SO4 (1.2), NH4 (4.0) and Chl 105 

(1.3). The IE calibration was conducted before and after experiment at both sites.  

Standard AMS data analysis software packages (SQUIRREL 1.59D and PIKA 1.19D) were used to deconvolve 

mass spectrum and obtain mass concentrations of chemical components. Then, high-resolution mass spectra of 

OA for m/z 12-150 at both sites were analyzed by the positive matrix factorization (PMF) with PMF2.exe 

algorithm (Paatero and Tapper, 1994), following the data-processing and factors-selecting steps given by Ulbrich 110 

et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2011). As a result, five factors were resolved from the surface OA, including three 

primary OA (POA), that is, hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA) from traffic emissions, cooking-related OA (COA), and 

coal combustion OA (CCOA), and two secondary OA (SOA), that is, semi-volatile oxidized OA (SV-OOA) and 

low-volatility oxygenated OA (LV-OOA). Note that the COA factor was not resolved from the mountain OA, 

which has been frequently reported in urban environments (Zhang et al., 2011). The other four analogous factors 115 

were also resolved from the mountain OA. Detailed diagnostic plots of the PMF results are presented in Fig. S2 

and S3, while the PMF-derived mass spectra and time series of organic components at both sites are shown in Fig. 

S4 and S5. Elemental ratios including oxygen-to-carbon (O/C) and hydrogen-to-carbon (H/C) were determined 
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from analysis of high-resolution mass spectra of OA based on the improved-ambient (I-A) method (Canagaratna 

et al., 2015). While the elemental ratios were also calculated using the Aiken-ambient (A-A) method (Aiken et al., 120 

2008) for comparison with previous studies. The elemental ratios reported in this study are obtained from the I-A 

method unless otherwise stated. 

Black carbon (BC) mass was measured by a single particle soot photometer (SP2, DMT Inc.), following the 

calibration and data analysis processes by Liu et al. (2020). Gaseous pollutants (i.e. NOx, SO2, CO, and O3) were 

measured by gas analyzers (model 42i, 43i, 48i, and 49i, Thermo Scientific Inc.). The PBLH was determined by 125 

an enhanced single-lens lidar ceilometer (CL51, Vaisala Co.), using the retrieval method by Tang et al. (2015). 

Meteorology variables (RH and temperature) were measured using WXT-510 (Vaisala Co.). 

2.3 Air mass history 

Three-dimensional air mass histories were calculated by the Numerical Atmospheric dispersion Modeling 

Environment (NAME) (Jones et al., 2007), which is a lagrangian dispersion model following 3D trajectories of 130 

plume parcels by Monte Carlo methods. The meteorological data source uses the global configuration of UK Met 

Office’s Unified Model. In order to calculate the historical air mass contribution, the model release tracer 

particles at a nominal rate of 1 g s-1, with a maximum travel time of 24 hours in backward mode from target site 

(i.e. Haituo mountain site in this study), and the integrated time was recorded on a 0.25 º × 0.25 º horizontal grid 

from 0 to 1000 m above the ground, aggregating over all particles for a given release period. In this study, the 135 

potential source contribution of particles to the mountain site (back to 24 hours) from air masses classified as four 

main regions (Fig. 1b): Local (39-41.5ºN, 115-117ºE, a square region around central Beijing covering both 

measurement sites), West (32-41.5ºN, 104-115ºE), North (41.5-45ºN, 104-121ºE), and South (32-39 ºN, 115-

121ºE). Figure 1b presents a typical example of westerly dominated air mass from NAME outputs. The particle 

flux is integrated in each segregated region, and contributions of each air mass fractions could be obtained. 140 

3 Results and discussions 

3.1 Upward transport of aerosols around midday 

We aim to classify the source influences on the mountain site from the local surface emission or wider regional 

area. Air mass history analysis showed pronounced diurnal pattern of local air mass influence (as determined by 

the NAME dispersion model), peaking around midday (11:00-14:00). The local air mass faction as calculated 145 

from the dispersion model is only used to indicate the predominant local air mass influence in the midday. The 
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aerosol concentration contained in the air mass depends on the transport efficiency, reaction and deposition rate 

of each aerosol type. The fraction of transported aerosols, even for the inert BC may not be quantitatively 

comparable with the air mass fraction. The maximum local influence was consistent with the most developed 

PBLH (Fig. 1c). This suggested the strongest influence of surface emissions to the mountain through midday 150 

convective mixing (CM) hereby termed as CM period. For certain period (Jan. 9th to 12th), westerly air mass 

continuously influenced the mountain site (grey bar in Fig. 1d-h), which advected regional pollutants from the 

polluted high plateau, adding on the persistent local emission, termed as regional advection (RA) period. Note 

that the RA period was also influenced by the convective mixing of surface sources around midday, however 

being combined with additional sources from other regions besides the surface emission. In this study, the 155 

statistical results of the RA period include the whole period marked in the grey bar in Fig. 1d-h, and the rest 

period is used for the statistics of CM period. 

Figure 2 gives the statistical diurnal variations of aerosol species during CM and RA periods respectively, with 

species of BC, OA, nitrate, sulfate shown in Fig. 2a-d, and PMF-derived organic components in Fig. 2e-h. During 

CM period, the chemically-inert species such as BC, showed clear diurnal pattern on the mountain, with elevated 160 

concentration by 82% (from 0.19 to 0.34 µg m-³) from midday to early afternoon (Fig. 2a). This pattern was 

highly consistent with the development of PBLH and local air mass contribution. On the surface, the diurnal 

variation of BC concentration showed a minimum at the same hours due to the dilution effect of developed PBL, 

but had a sharp enhancement during nighttime due to the accumulation in the shallow nighttime PBL. Notably, 

BC concentration at 11:00-14:00 on the mountain almost matched with that on the surface, suggesting the well 165 

mixed layer because of the daytime convective mixing. The inert gas CO was also efficiently transported without 

significant loss from surface to mountain (Fig. S6c). This means the pollutants, if without reactions, evaporation 

or other forms of losses, were able to be efficiently transported upwards from surface to the mountain site 

through the daytime convective mixing. 

3.2 Loss of semi-volatile particulate mass from surface to mountain 170 

Aerosol chemical compositions showed remarkable differences between both sites even when PBL fully 

developed (Fig. 3), i.e. nitrate (23%) and organics (54%) dominated at surface, while sulfate (23%) and organics 

(45%) dominated at the top of PBL. Meanwhile, the characteristics of OA varied from POA-dominated (59%) to 

SOA-dominated (64%). Statistical analysis in Fig. 4 highlights the difference between both sites during the 

periods of CM midday (11:00-14:00), CM night (23:00-02:00) and RA, where CM midday represents the period 175 

with the most efficient convective mixing. The matched concentrations of BC and CO between surface and 
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mountain demonstrated the capability of boundary layer in transporting pollutants upwards in terms of 

atmospheric dynamics. For other species such as organics and nitrate, there was still an enhancement on the 

mountain peaking around midday, however the loadings was 61% and 74% lower than the surface at the same 

hours (Fig. 2b,c, Fig. 4a), which contrasted with the efficient transport of BC. The low-volatile species sulfate at 180 

both sites showed no apparent (or only broad) diurnal pattern and matched concentration in the midday, 

consistent with its gas precursor SO2 (Fig. S6b), indicating their regional feature and the aerosol production was 

not sufficiently rapid to display notable diurnal variation.  

The diurnal patterns of all PMF-resolved organic components on the mountain presented a midday peak feature at 

different amplitude (Fig. 2e-h), suggesting there was no additional source around the site, and the upward 185 

transport processes for these components was affected by various factors. Previous studies found POA (e.g. HOA 

and CCOA) has substantial semi-volatile materials and presents relatively high volatility (Cao et al., 2018). The 

comparison between the two sites showed significantly decreased semi-volatile species (i.e. HOA, CCOA and 

SV-OOA), their concentrations on the mountain were significantly lower than that at surface by 48%, 24% and 

76% in the CM midday, respectively (Fig. 4a-b). The LV-OOA is a typical SOA which predominantly exists in 190 

aged air mass (Zhang et al., 2011). In contrast with semi-volatile species, the low volatile LV-OOA on the 

mountain showed a poorly defined diurnal pattern and its concentrations in the midday were higher than that at 

surface by 52%, which maybe partially caused by further oxidation of relative fresh species in vertical transport 

process. 

The results above demonstrated that during vertical transport, the loss of particulate masses only occurred for 195 

semi-volatile substances (nitrate, POA and SV-OOA), but not for low-volatile species (BC, LV-OOA, sulfate) or 

inert gas (CO). Meanwhile, these losses had occurred in a relatively dry condition without notable wet 

scavenging (Fig. S7b). Due to few anthropogenic emissions on the mountain, the concentrations of gaseous 

precursors, such as ammonia and nitric acid vapor etc., should be significantly lower than that in urban 

environment. This suggested that the evaporation process may have played an important role in repartitioning the 200 

condensed phase rich of semi-volatile species to gas phase, which occurred when the activity of semi-volatile 

species in condensed phase (molar fraction multiplied by activity coefficient) was higher than the partial vapor 

pressure (relative to equilibrium vapor pressure of pure substance under certain temperature) (Pankow, 1994, 

1987). Given the wintertime for the experiment, the mean temperature shifted from -5.5 to 3.8 ⁰C from surface to 

mountain in the CM midday (Fig. S7a), which was already sufficiently low for even the most volatile species (i.e. 205 

ammonium nitrate) to be in condensed phase (Salo et al., 2011) at both sites. Therefore, the temperature decrease 

within this low range had not driven appreciable condensation process, but the reduction of ambient 
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concentration at mountain (given no additional sources but only contributed by surface emission) was the main 

reason leading to the evaporation. A previous study basing on aircraft measurements in this region showed that, 

aerosol chemical composition had a significant variation from surface to the top of the PBL under high RH 210 

conditions (surface RH>60%), which caused by secondary formation through the enhanced 

aqueous/heterogeneous processes in vertical direction (Liu et al., 2020). However, the RH was quite low at both 

sites (most of time RH<40%, Fig. S7b), below the deliquescence RH for most substances (Cruz and Pandis, 

2000), water vapor may thus had not importantly participated in the phase transformation or chemical reactions 

during vertical transport. In addition, the bulk equilibrium between gas and condensed phase may be significantly 215 

hindered under conditions of lower temperature and lower RH due to the kinetically limited diffusion rate at the 

aerosol surface (Koop et al., 2011). Therefore, the viscosity of aerosols may be enhanced and OA may be present 

as semi-solid or glassy state under these conditions. This means the evaporation process may be eventually 

depressed, when aerosols are transported from lower and moister boundary layer to the upper level with lower 

temperature and moisture, hereby aerosols may be more solid-like and resistant to the evaporation. This 220 

evaporation-dominated variation on aerosol composition from the surface to the top of the PBL tend to only 

occur at the cold and dry condition. 

This evaporation process tended to occur along the path of vertical transport, with higher loss rate when larger 

gradient of concentration between in condensed phase and ambient air (Donahue et al., 2006;Shrivastava et al., 

2006;Robinson et al., 2007). Previous studies pointed the dilution could be particularly important for biomass 225 

burning emissions (Li et al., 2021). The high concentrations of condensed phase could importantly contribute to 

the gaseous precursors, and under certain conditions, could form secondary aerosol. In addition, these low-

volatile aerosols transported to the free troposphere may have longer lifetime and be transported to a longer 

distance (Liu et al., 2020a). Here we only observed the resultant compositions after being transported to the top 

of PBL, but at which atmospheric layer this process had mostly occurred remained inconclusive. There may be 230 

some production process, e.g. photochemical oxidation around midday, which contributed to some increase of 

SV-OOA concentration around midday (Fig. 2g). The overall reduced SV-OOA suggested its net loss, which was 

evaporation prevailed production processes, during upwards transport.  

During CM night, pollutants (except O3) were mostly accumulated at surface (Fig. 4c) due to local emissions and 

secondary formation processes occurred in a shallow nighttime PBL and interruption of vertical transport to high 235 

layers. Note that, the diurnal variation of surface O3 showed a significant reduction at night due to rapid 

consumption by strong NO titration, in contrast with a maintainable high O3 concentration on the mountain 

without apparent diurnal pattern (Fig. S6d). For RA period, due to the additional input of pollutants from a wider 
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regional region besides the local influence, the diurnal variation at mountain was diminished, but showed 

enhanced concentrations at all hours (Fig. 2), indicated that robust regional advection process also significantly 240 

affects aerosol concentration and variation at high layer. Because the surface site was more influenced by local 

sources, most species had higher concentrations at surface than mountain, apart from sulfur compounds (SO2 and 

sulfate, in Fig. 4d). This implies the possible high-level sulfuric sources, e.g. emissions from industrial stack 

directly emitting into a higher level in the PBL (Wu et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2014). 

3.3 Modification on the oxidation state of OA 245 

The Van Krevelen-triangle (VK) diagram (Fig. 5a) could indicate the likely oxidation pathway of OA by 

investigating different degrees of changes on the oxygen or hydrogen over carbon element ratio, depending on 

the way of adding functional groups (Van Krevelen, 1950). For example, the replacement of a hydrogen atom 

with an alcohol/peroxide group (-OH, -OOH) results in a slope of 0, while the replacement of a hydrogen atom 

with a carboxylic acid group (−COOH) results in a slope of −1 without fragmentation (C‐C bond breaking), and 250 

−0.5 with fragmentation (Ng et al., 2010). Results mapping on the H:C versus O:C atomic ratio showed 

discernible regimes between both sites (Fig. 5a). The surface O:C varied at 0.16-0.75, with an average of 

0.42±0.09 (0.33±0.08 with A-A method), generally consistent with those (0.29-0.41, A-A method) previously 

reported in Beijing (Xu et al., 2015;Zhang et al., 2014;Sun et al., 2016). Mountain OA showed significantly 

higher O:C (varied at 0.39 to 0.96, with an average of 0.62±0.07) and lower H:C (1.23-1.64) than surface, similar 255 

with the regime of LV-OOA dominated periods observed in Rocky Mountain National Park (~2740m a.s.l.) 

(Schurman et al., 2015). Here the surface (slope=-0.64) showed a steeper slope than mountain (slope=-0.33). The 

surface thus tended to be dominated by the oxidation pathway of -COOH addition (without fragmentation), which 

showed an apparent decrease of H/C. However, the OA at mountain tended to be oxidized in mix with 

alcohol/peroxide and -COOH addition (with fragmentation) pathway, hereby less decrease on H/C. 260 

Difference of m/z spectra for each PMF factor between surface and mountain was analyzed to further investigate 

the chemical modification of OA from each source (Fig. 6). The mountain CO2
+ fraction in m/z spectra of all 

PMF factors enhanced at various extents, indicating the oxidation by adding carboxyl groups (Ng et al., 2011). 

For HOA and SV-OOA, a range of hydrocarbon fragments decreased at mountain (Fig. 6a, c), which tended to be 

consistent with the evaporation mechanism proposed in section 3.2 that semi-volatile species may have been 265 

repartitioned to the gas phase when transported to the mountain, and these evaporated species may contain 

significant fraction of more volatile hydrocarbons (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010). Note that the diurnal variation of 

mountain O:C characterized by slightly fluctuating at a high value region, in contrast with a distinct peak in the 
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early afternoon appearing in the diurnal variation of surface O:C (Fig. 5b). This implied there was no additional 

primary emissions on the mountain to contribute either particles or VOCs. Meanwhile, mountain O3 270 

concentration maintained at a high level without apparent diurnal pattern, in contrast with prominent diurnal 

variation of surface O3 (Fig. S6d). The maintainable high O3 concentration on the mountain meant a high 

oxidation capability. Thus the repartitioned gas species during upwards transport, in addition to the directly 

transported VOCs, may be further oxidized by the high level of O3 throughout the day and night, and re-

condensed on particle phase (Robinson et al., 2007). The continuous oxidation on these vapors potentially 275 

contributed to production of SOA, which may partly explain the higher levels of O:C at mountain than surface 

throughout all hours. The mass spectra of mountain HOA and SV-OOA had substantial reductions mainly at ion 

series CxH2x-1
+ (Fig. 6a,c), suggesting the O3 oxidation may occur on unsaturated bonds (e.g. alkenes) (Paulson 

and Orlando, 1996), hereby following a less steep slope on the VK space, consistent with above. 

For CCOA and LV-OOA, H:C had a substantial decrease but O:C only increased slightly (Fig. 6b, d). The m/z 280 

difference of CCOA shows substantial decrease of CxHyO
+ fragments at mountain, which may compensate some 

of the O:C increase. Some CxHy
+ fragments showed increase at mountain, which tended to be consistent with the 

view that the CCOA is largely contributed by non-local sources (Li et al., 2019). This factor may have not 

experienced significant vertical transport from the surface, thus showing some fresher signatures (the CxHy
+ 

fragments) at mountain. LV-OOA had a large enhancement of CHO+ and reduction of CH2O
+, maybe caused by 285 

some transformation of alcohols to carbonyl compounds (Grosjean et al., 1993). 

4 Conclusions and implications 

The increase of oxidation state could be caused by the evaporation process by losing the less oxidized and more 

volatile species, and the evaporated gases could be further oxidized to partition to a more oxidized phase. The 

evaporative loss had occurred in a relatively short time scale, i.e. a few hours’ vertical transported induced by 290 

daytime convective mixing of boundary layer, as reflected by 76% decrease of semi-volatile organic masses, and 

74% of nitrate. These losses had occurred in a relatively dry condition without notable wet scavenging, therefore 

the evaporative loss tended to dominate. For the other period on the mountain rather than midday, there was 

additional primary sources in contributing neither particles nor VOCs, thus most of the vapors repartitioned from 

the condensed phase in the midday may stay and be subjected to oxidation at the mountain. These continuous 295 

inputs of gases to the top of boundary layers on daily basis serve a source of precursors to be oxidized and 

contribute to an important fraction of highly oxidized SOA.  
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All of these processes lead to a consistent manner in enhancing the oxidation state of OA at the top of PBL, 

which may modify the hygroscopicity and viscosity of OA (Koop et al., 2011). Combining with the more 

efficiently transported less-volatile species, these processes consistently led to overall decreased volatility of 300 

aerosols at top of the PBL, where cloud formation is initialized, influencing the activities of both cloud 

condensation nuclei and ice nuclei. These lower-volatile aerosols could be transported to a longer distance in the 

free troposphere hereby having longer lifetime. This also implies that the aerosol characteristics at surface may 

not represent that at upper levels, where the evolution during transport should be considered in evaluating the 

contribution of surface emissions to cloud particle nucleation and their atmospheric lifetime. 305 
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Fig. 1. Experimental overview. (a) spatial distribution of mean aerosol optical depth for the experimental month, with 

locations of surface and mountain sites, colored by terrain height; (b) a typical example of westerly dominated air mass from 

the NAME dispersion model outputs; (c) diurnal cycles of the planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) and local air mass 480 

fraction contributed to the mountain site during the experimental period, with whiskers showing the 25th and 75th percentiles, 

and the dash line denote the altitude of the mountain site; (d) time series of air mass fractions at the mountain and PBLH; (e-

h) time series of black carbon (BC), nitrate (NO3), sulfate (SO4), and organics (Org), with the black and red lines showing 

the surface and mountain site respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Diurnal variations of key aerosol compositions at both sites during convective mixing (CM) and regional advection 

(RA) periods, (a) black carbon (BC); (b) organics (Org); (c) nitrate (NO3); (d) sulfate (SO4); (e) the sum of hydrocarbon OA 490 

(HOA) and cooking related OA (COA); (f) coal combustion-related OA (CCOA); (g) semi-volatile oxygenated OA (SV-

OOA); (h) low-volatile oxygenated OA (LV-OOA). The black and red colors represent the surface and mountain site 

respectively. Solid circles and error bars show the median, 75th, and 25th percentiles in CM period. Circle markers show the 

mean value in RA period. Grey bar represents the time in the day (11:00-14:00) with the most developed PBL. 
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Fig. 3. Averaged chemical composition at both sites during convective mixing (CM) period daytime (11:00-14:00), (a) bulk 

aerosols; (b) organic aerosols. 
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Fig. 4. Statistical analysis of chemical components at both sites. (a) the mountain over surface ratio of key species during 505 

convective mixing (CM) period daytime (11:00-14:00); (b) median concentrations of key species during CM daytime, with 

black and red bars denoting the surface and mountain respectively and the cap showing the mean; (c-d) The same with panel 

b) but for the periods of CM night and RA period. Species with mountain/surface ratio above and below 0.8 (the transport 

efficiency for BC and CO) are marked in red and blue, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Characterization of elemental ratios at both surface and mountain sites, (a) The standard Van Krevelen-triangle 

diagram of H:C versus O:C; (b) diurnal variations of O:C; (c) diurnal variations of H:C. The grey and red circles denote the 

data points from the surface and mountain sites respectively. 515 
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Fig. 6. Difference of mass spectra between mountain and surface sites (mountain minus surface) for (a) HOA, (b) CCOA, (c) 

SV-OOA, and (d) LV-OOA. 
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